STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA )
:SS
COUNTY OF MINNEHAHA
)

IN CIRCUIT COURT
SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT

*********************************************************

STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA

*
*
*

*
vs.

*

AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT
OF SEARCH WARRANT

*
Bentaas, Theresa Rose
DOB 10-12-1961

AND
Bentaas, Dirk Wade
DOB 03/13/1960
Defendants.

*
*
*

*********************************************************

Patrick

J Mertes, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and states that he is an officer

with the Sioux Falls Police Department presently assigned to the Crimes Against
Persons section. I have been a law enforcement officer for 11 years.
1. On 2-28-1981 Officers of the Sioux Falls Police Department responded to a call
of a baby laying in the ditch in the area of what is now Sycamore Avenue,
approximately one half mile south of 26 th Street. This area was within the city
limits of Sioux Falls, but was a hard surface road bordered by ditches. Sioux
Falls Police Department case number 1981-5609 was generated for this call.
2. Officers located the body of a newborn baby boy laying on two blankets. The
newborn had the placenta still attached, and laying next to the baby was a pair of
women's panties, a shirt, and Kleenex type material all with blood on them. Also
located on the baby's legs were what appeared to be long dark hairs. The baby
was deceased.
3. The baby's body was taken to the morgue where an autopsy was done on 3-21981 . Dr. Richard Schultz and Dr. Brad Randall determined that the baby was
born alive and was breathing during that time. They determined that the cause of
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death was most likely exposure and failure to assist the baby in maintain ing an
airway.
4. Detectives at that time interviewed a citizen who advised they observed the
blankets there the day before, 2-27-1981, and one witness described a lightcolored Datsun style vehicle parked in the area with a woman's legs hanging out,
and some blankets on the ground at that time.
5. Detectives followed numerous leads in 1981 but could not find the mother or any
fam ily members of this infant. Eventually the tips and information ran out and the
investigation went "cold".
6. In the Spring of 2009 Detective Mike Webb opened the case in the hopes of
obtaining DNA evidence for testing as that technology did not exist in 1981. It
was learned that all of the testable evidence had been destroyed in 1995.
7. Detective Mike Webb has had exper ience and training in DNA through basic and
advanced homicide schools, as well as cold case investigation. Through this
training , Detective Mike Webb had learned that DNA can be extracted from the
bones and tissue of the body.

8. Detective Mike Webb researched labs that did this testing in 2009 and found the
North Texas University Science Center, who was part of the National Institute of
Justice , was involved in a grant that tested human remains for DNA. They are
able to take samples from the bone and develop a DNA profile for comparison
purposes . The lab personnel advised that the exhumation of the baby's body
would be necessary to perform this exam .
9. After research, Detective Mike Webb found the baby's body to be buried in Saint
Michael's Cemetery , 3001 North Cliff Avenue , Minnehaha County, Sioux Falls.
Detective Mike Webb spoke with employees of George Boom Funeral Home who
handled the body and funeral in 1981. It should be noted that at that time, the
church did name the baby "Andrew " John Doe with a date of death of 2-28-1981
and he is interred in section 4, baby area, of the cemetery.
10. On 8-11-2009 Detective Mike Webb did presen t a Fact of Findings, Conclusions
of Law and Order to Issue a Disinterment Permit to Circuit Court Judge Patricia
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Riepel who signed this order. The proper paperwork was approved by the State
Department of Health and the Minnehaha County Commission. The baby was
disinterred on 9-3-2009 and the appropriate remains were transported to the
UNT lab in Texas . A DNA profile was obtained after extensive examination and
the baby's body was reinterred on 6-16-2010. The DNA profile was forwarded to
the South Dakota Forensics Lab .
11. This DNA profile was approved by the South Dako ta Attorney General's office
and the South Dakota State Lab for comparison with profiles in the South Dakota
DNA database . No matches occurred from th is comparison. Per policy , this
sample is able to be run again at one year increments, and the last comparison
was completed again in February 2018 . There were again no matches in the
Sou th Dakota database .
12. Recent technology has been developed through genealogy and DNA profiles
that have been successful in so lving cold cases across the country. The Sioux
Falls Police Department submitted the DNA sample taken from the baby's body
to Parabon NanoLabs Inc . Parabon completed a Snapshot Genetic Genealogy
of Baby Doe. See appendix A.
13. On 1-24-2019 Parabon completed a Genetic Genealogy Report. Parabon found
two possible genetic familial matches using GEDMatch.com . GEDMatch.com is

I

J

an open source website where participants upload genetic profiles that are used
for genealogical research by amateur and professional researchers . Parabon
found the 1st match showed a link between the baby and the donor #1 matching
nd
between sixth to seventh degree relationship. The 2 match Parabon showed a
genetic link between the baby and the donor #2 matching between sixth to eighth
degree relationship. See appendix B.
14. Parabon advised that donor #1 was adopted but believed his biological mother
was Pamela A Josten (deceased) . Parabon advised Baby Doe was a descendant
from Mathis Krantz (deceased) and Lucia Brech (deceased) or possibly a
descendant of Lucia's parents based on a limited genealogical family tree
completed on donor #2 . Due to the limited genetic information Parabon could not
confirm if donor #1 and donor #2 were related to Baby Doe's mother or father.

--i
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15.Your Affiant utilized Ancestry.com, findagrave.com, and numerous other public
domain research websites. Your Affiant constructed a family tree after
discovering the parents of Lucia Brech. Your Affiant established from the union
of Johann Brech (1818- 1898) and Elizabeth L Guy (1822-1890) that they had
eight children. Your Affiant discovered that Johanna Brech and Elizabeth Guy is
the Great Great Grand Parent of Paulette Brech DOB 05/09/1940 .
16. Your Affiant built a family tree for Pamela A Josten. Your Affiant discovered that
Pamela was a Josten through marriage to Arnold J Josten. Your Affiant
discovered that Arnold Josten is 1st cousins with William Josten.
17. Your Affiant discovered a marriage between Paulette Brech and William Josten
on 01-23-1960. Your Affiant believes this to be the genetic link between Donor
#1 and Donor #2 . See appendix C.
18.Your Affiant discovered three living children from Paulette and William . One of
the offspring was identified as Theresa R. Josten DOB 10-12-1961. Theresa
married Dirk W Bentaas DOB 03-13-1960 in August 1987. Your Affiant checked
Sioux Falls Geographic Information System (GIS) property owner list which
showed them owning 3308 South Saguaro Avenue, Sioux Falls, Minnehaha

j'

County, South Dakota.

J

19. Your Affiant drove by 3308 South Saguaro Avenue on 2-4-2019. Your Affiant
observed two sets of tire tracks in the snow indicating two vehicles are at the
residence. Your Affiant believes this is consistent with two people living at the
residence. Your Affiant conducted a "trash pull" on 2-11-2019. Your Affiant
located numerous beer and water containers and used cigarette butts, these
items were seized as evidence. Your Affiant located the wrapping for a package
addressed to Theresa Bentaas. Numerous items were sent to the South Dakota
Forensic Lab (SDFL) for DNA testing .
20 .Your Affiant discovered Theresa and Dirk have two living children one son one
daughter. Through research it appears that both children no longer live in the
house, but the son lives in Sioux Falls.
21. On 2-15-2019 Your Affiant received the SDFL report from the items sent for
testing. The report stated that female DNA was located on a water bottle , Coors

--4
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Light can and cigarette butts. The report stated the female DNA could not be
excluded as being from the biological mother of Baby Doe. The report stated
that male DNA was located on a water bottle. The report stated the male DNA
could not be exclude as being the biological father of Baby Doe. The report
stated a 2nd male DNA was located on a Samuel Adams Cold Snap bottle is
consistent with being from the same paternal lineage (brother to Baby Doe).

22.Your Affiant is seeking an order from the court to search Bentaas, Theresa Rose
DOB 10-12-1961 for buccal swabs related to the crime of Homicide.
23. Your Affiant is seeking an order from the court to search Bentaas, Dirk Wade
DOB 03-13-1960 for buccal swabs related to the crime of Homicide.

AFFIANT

ClerkCircuitCourt
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Genetic Genealogy - Parabon® Snapshot® DNA Analysis Service

2119/2019

Snapshot Genetic Genealogy
Genetic Genealogy (GG) is the combination of genetic
analysis with traditional historical and genealogical
research to study family history. For forensic
investigations, it can be used to identify remains by tying
the DNA to a family with a missing person or to point to
the likely identity of a perpetrator .
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Genetic Genealogy - Parabon® Snapshot® DNA Analysis Service

2/19/2019

By comparing a DNA sample to a database of DNA from
volunteer participants, it is possible to determine whether
there are any relatives of the DNA sample in the
database and how closely related they are (see Snapshot
Kinship Inference for more details). This information can
then be cross-referenced with other data sources used in
traditional genealogical research, such as census
records, vital records, obituaries and newspaper archives .

. Why Use Genetic Genealogy?
Genetic genealogy gives you a powerful new tool to
generate leads on unknown subjects. When a genetic .
genealogy search yields useful related matches to an
unknown DNA sample, it can narrow down a suspect list .
to a region, a family, or even an individual. Paired with
Snapshot DNA Phenotyping to further reduce the list of
possible matches, there is no more powerful identification
method besides a direct DNA comparison. Identity can
analysis.
then be confirmed using traditional .$.I.B

How Does This Technique Differ From
Familial Searches in the .C.Q.DlS.
...............................
Database? ·
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Genetic Genealogy - Parabon® Snapshot ® DNA A nalysis Service

2/19120 19

Our genetic genealogy service is somewhat like familial
search, but it differs in three very important ways: (1) we
only search public genetic genealogy databases, not
government-owned criminal (STR profile) databases,
profiles we
such as CODIS; (2) because the DNA .$..N.E
generate contain vastly more information than traditional
STR profiles, genetic relatedness can be detected at a far
greater distance (see Snapshot Kinship Inference); and
(3) because genetic genealogy matches can be crossreferenced by name with traditional genealogy sources,
such as Ancestry.com, existing family trees can be used
to expedite tree-building and case-solving. This
technology and our innovative techniques combine to
create a groundbreaking system for forensic human
identification.
I

How Genetic Genealogy
Works

i
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Genetic Genealogy - Parabon® Snapshot® DNA Analysis Service

Genetic genealogy uses autosomal DNA (aDNA) single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) to determine how
closely related two individuals are. Unlike other genetic
markers, such as mitochondrial DNA or Y chromosome
DNA, aDNA is inherited from all ancestral lines and
passed on by both males and females and thus can be
used to compare any two individuals, regardless of how
they are related. However, aDNA SNPs are more difficult
to obtain from forensic samples, which is why Parabon
has created an optimized laboratory protocol to ensure
high-quality results even from small, degraded DNA
samples.
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Genetic Genealogy - Parabon® Snapshot® DNA Analysis Service

The standard aDNA metric used by genetic genealogists
is the amount of DNA that two people are likely to have
inherited from a recent common ancestor. This can be
estimated by looking for long stretches of identical DNA.
While alleles can easily be shared by chance at one or a
few SNPs, it is highly unlikely for two unrelated people to
share a long stretch of DNA. Therefore, only segments
above a certain length are counted. The length of these·
shared segments is measured in centimorgans (cM), a
measure of genetic distance, and the total number of cM
shared across all chromosomes can be used to
determine approximately how closely .related two people
are. The figure below shows how shared segments of
DNA on a single chromosome are broken up with each
generation, leading to shorter shared segments for more
distant relatives. Using a public genetic genealogy
database, DNA from an u·nknown person can be
compared to roughly 1 million other people to see
whether any of them are related.
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Genetic Genealogy - Parabon® Snapshot® DNA Analysis Service
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Genetic Genea logy - Parabon® Snapshot ® DNA A nalysis SeJVice

DNA database matches serve as clues on which
traditional genealogy methods can build, starting with
building the matches' family trees using a wide variety of
information sources. During the tree building process, the
genetic genealogist searched for common ancestors who
appear across multiple family trees of the matches.
Ideally, marriages between the descendants of the
identified common ancestors are discovered. Then
descendancy research is employed to search for
descendants at the intersection of these common
ancestors who were born at a time that is consistent with
the subject's estimated age range. The goal of this
search is to narrow down the possible individuals to a set
of names, a family, or even an individual.
The amount of information available can vary widely. In
some cases, we have been able to produce names and
contact information for distant and close relatives. In
other cases , we have only been able to produce a small"
region in a US state from which the family of the personof-interest originated. In some cases there will be no
usable genetic genealogy data, rendering further analysis
impossible, but continuous monitoring for future matches
can be arranged. And, in some instances, we will be able
to fully identify the person-of-interest.

Genetic Genealogy Use
Cases
https://snapshot.parabon-nanolabs.co
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Genetic Genealogy - Parabon® Snapshot® DNA Analysis Service

2/19/2019

Genetic genealogy has traditionally been used to
discover new relatives and build a full family tree.
However, it can also be used to discover the identity of an
unknown individual by using DNA to identify relatives and
then using genealogy research to build family trees and
deduce who the unknown individual could be. These
techniques have primarily been used to discover the
family history of adopted individuals, but they apply
equally as well to forensic applications. Genetic
genealogy has been used to identify victims' remains, as
. well as suspects, in a number of high-profile cases. Most
recently, genetic genealogy was used to zero in on a
suspect in the Golden State Killer case.
Because genetic genealogy uses the same type of data
generated for Snapshot DNA Phenotyping and Snapshot
Kinship, the analysis can quickly be performed on
existing cases, and new cases have a wide array of
options for generating new leads from a single DNA
sample.
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